When your business-critical data
absolutely, positively has to get there now
Business runs on data. And as more and more business processes become digitized, there is
more and more data to keep moving. File sizes are getting larger. Yet most company’s current
infrastructure to move larger files within their company or beyond — to partners, customers,
and suppliers — is not up to the task.
Cleo Jetsonic™ has been specifically designed to quickly, easily, and securely move extremely
large files. This cutting-edge technology works by more optimally using your network
bandwidth and existing infrastructure to move data several multiples faster. The result is
highly reliable file transfers that are much faster than leading competitors’.

Modern Business
With file sizes and
volumes swelling, and
with transfer time for
such files exponentially
increasing, completing
timely transfers presents
a growing challenge. Add
in the prevailing nature
of global file transfer
across multiple networks
and the need to optimize
bandwidth, and highspeed file transfer is
more critical than ever.

CLEO J ETSO N I C™
Why Do You Need High-Speed Data Transfer?
Does your business need to execute faster? Need to be quicker to market, improve customer satisfaction, make datadriven decisions faster, and/or optimize business processes? With your files getting larger and response cycle time
expectations shortening, you need to move your data faster. Consider Cleo Jetsonic if your organization must:
• Manage file transfers with data growth projected to rise
50% year-over-year.

• Automate file exchanges between businesses as well as
internal systems with complete auditability.

• Meet stringent SLAs — even though file velocity, volume,
and veracity are increasing exponentially.

• Move data between data centers that are geographically
distributed.

• Maximize network utilization as bandwidth increases.

• Address security and speed and still deliver ease of use.

Comprehensive Enterprise Solution
While transfer speed is a key component, Cleo Jetsonic is built on Cleo’s proven secure data integration platform and
allows you to monitor and track performance metrics from both an IT and a business perspective, as well as act on data
via reports and dashboards based on your business. Integrating Cleo’s highly secure and easy-to-use solutions with the
fastest transfer technology on the market for an extreme file transmission solution unlike any other.

Benefits

Cleo Jetsonic™

Ensure secure, reliable delivery of business-critical data



Eliminate network-imposed speed limitations



Transfer files securely without reconfiguring firewall settings



SSL encryption secures data in motion



Key-based authentication



Data integrity checks



Automatic check point restart



Full audit trail of file transfer activity



Advanced throttling settings



Multiple OS support across platforms



Learn More
To learn more
about how the
Cleo Jetsonic
solution can
expedite your
critical business
processes while
enabling data
governance and
security, contact
Cleo today or
visit us online at
www.cleo.com.
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